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As I began preparing this edition another Earthquake has struck New Zealand.
At 7.8 R, this event has caused damage in many and varied settings around
middle NZ. Worldwide Earthquakes have been recorded since 1831 BC with a
Chinese quake. In January 1199 AD there was a quake in Scotland with
another in June 1668 on the Scottish Borders. We know how modern quakes
affect us but the question must surely be how did Earthquakes affect our
ancestors. In Scotland the picturesque and unassuming Perthshire village of
Comrie holds a few rather curious secrets. Also known as the Shaky Toun (or
“Am Baile Critheanach” in Gaelic), Comrie lies close to the Highland Boundary
Fault and has suffered more earthquakes than anywhere else in Scotland.
Despite the country not being generally associated with earthquakes or
tremors, Scotland actually housed the world’s first seismometer, which was
built and installed in Comrie, one of the most geologically active areas in the
United Kingdom. The first earthquake in Comrie was recorded as far back as
1788, and an early seismometer installed in the village in 1840. Built on a
rocky outcrop, in a field to the west of the village, Comrie is also home to
Earthquake House, one of Europe’s smallest listed buildings. It was once a
centre for seismology, recording tremors that were common to the area in the
19th century. Built in 1869, it was the first purpose-built earthquake
observation centre in the world just a shame it was built a few decades too
late, as seismic activity had declined in the area by the time it was built.
Comrie was once a hotbed of geological action It is said that during the 1830s,
7,300 earth tremors were recorded in the area. In 1816 an earthquake took
place, so fierce, it was felt over much of Scotland. Lasting six minutes, an
Inverness sailor claimed he was “tossed on his bed, as he had never been
tossed out at sea, for five full minutes.” In 1839. measuring an estimated 4.8
on the Richter scale, another powerful quake was felt across the country.
Many houses in Comrie were damaged and the impact caused a dam near
Stirling to fail. Known as the Great Earthquake of 1839, the action prompted
postmaster Peter Macfarlane and shoemaker James Drummond, to set up an
instrument to measure earthquakes and began keeping formal records.
Earthquake House was built in 1869, and was the first purpose-built
earthquake observation centre in the world. By the time engineers at the
house were able to read tremors accurately, they were less frequent. In 1869
a fresh set of tremors renewed interest in earthquakes. But by 1911
technology had moved on, and the building became redundant. The original
has now been replaced with more modern equipment.
Steward
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Change ahead

Economising
Because of rising Postage and Printing
costs along with low income, it seems
prudent for us to economise. It’s
suggested that future editions of
Sprig Of Heather are emailed to
people who want to receive it.
Sprig of Heather is also available for
reading both on our web site and in the
Facebook group.
Please can you advise if this arrangement
would be acceptable to you. A special
dedicated email address has been set
up and it is clanlittlenza@gmail.com
To join the email distribution list please
send the word Subscribe to us on email:-

clanlittlenza@gmail.com
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Pioneers to New Zealand
Long before the Scottish, Polynesian explorers are known to have made the
long sea voyage from the Marquesas islands to the Hawaiian islands, around
400 A.D. Away to the southwest, lay New Zealand, supposedly empty and
isolated, occupied only by birds and coastal mammals and as yet, unsettled
and un-peopled. It is difficult to get a balance of the historical events as far
back as these early times in New Zealand, since there is no documentary
evidence. Modern Maori claim their people are the 'indigenous' people of New
Zealand, yet there is now sufficient scientific carbon dating evidence, to show
there were other human races here, on these islands, many years before the
arrival Maori.
Other explorers of the Pacific Ocean, of Melanesian background from the
Society or Marquesas Islands, had, many years before, been swept into the
Australian currents and stormy Tasman Seas where after weeks they had
been finally been cast ashore onto the Taranaki coast some time before AD
750. These people had the name Mai-oriori, often shortened to Moriori and
were referred to as the "tangata-whenua," in Maori legend, suggesting that
these people were here before the arrival of The Fleet. The Moriori people
were known to be the inhabitants of the coastal lands north of Taranaki and
the Bay of Plenty and none had settled the South Island. They were peaceful
tribes and their menfolk unskilled as fighting warriors. Moriori who survived
attacks from invaders, fled to the South Island into Southland and the
Chatham Islands.
By the 1899s Maori were beginning to crew the small
ships plying between Sydney and the coast of New
Zealand during the annual whaling season. Hearing
Maori were received hospitably in Sydney and Norfolk
island weaving, the great chief Te Pahi, from the Bay of
Islands, decided to make a visit there aboard the
Buffalo in the year 1805 and was welcomed by Lt.
Governor King. He came back with a prefabricated
house on board, and made landing on the small island
of Te Puna, near Turtle island, Te Pahi's stronghold,
where the house was erected. Te Pahi considered this
a safe place for a European residence in the event of a visit of any missionary
or dignitary arriving from Sydney. On the 1st of September, 1810 came the
first news of the massacre of the captain and crew of the Boyd in the Bay of
Islands recorded by Samuel Marsden who wrote for the Sydney Gazette.
In
1841 New Zealand was declared a separate British colony, independent of
New South Wales which held previous administrative oversight.
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The Rev. Samuel Marsden was determined to go to New Zealand, where he
wished to establish peace and to set up a missionary post. Sailing aboard the
Brig Active, Marsden reached Te Puna on the 19 December, 1814. By
Christmas day, a missionary post had been established and Marsden came
ashore to preach the gospel for the first time in New Zealand. The maori chiefs
stood quietly dressed in British military uniforms provided by the Governor of
New South Wales while he conducted his first Christian service on these
shores.
From 1853 to 1870 our Scots forbears and in those years they made up more
than 30% of New Zealand’s UK-born immigrants.
The arrival of one group of Scots in the 1850s is among the most dramatic of
New Zealand’s immigration stories. The charismatic preacher Norman
McLeod left Scotland in 1817 for Nova Scotia. In 1851 he led his people, who
were facing economic hardship in Canada, first to Australia and then on to
New Zealand. In 1854 they secured land at Waipū in Northland. After 1854
more Scots came, from Nova Scotia and direct from Scotland. The total
number of Waipū Scots exceeded 800. Waipū still celebrates its Scottish
origins.
The surge of arrivals from Scotland n the 1850s reached its height in the early
1860s, when the discovery of gold. In 1860 and 1863 more Scots left their
homeland intending to settle in New Zealand. In 1864 the number of Scottishborn in the country’s total non-Māori population reached a peak of nearly 18%.
Scots remained dominant in Otago and Southland: in 1871 they made up
about a third of the total population in these provinces. In the other major
provinces they made up less than 10% of the population. Auckland continued
to draw a smaller proportion of its immigrants from Scotland than from
England and Ireland. Recruiting agents in Glasgow in particular ensured that
considerable numbers of Scots came to Auckland as land grant immigrants
between 1858 and 1862. Canterbury received more Scottish immigrants with
farming backgrounds than other parts of the country because special efforts
were made to recruit Scottish shepherds. Our Scottish ancestors came and
left their mark on the land they learned to think of as home. Land was
cultivated and buildings erected. Still
standing 12kms southwest of Milton
on SH1, Otago is this quaint cottage
built in the 1860s as a stopping place
for miners heading to the Tuapeka
Goldfields. It has been restored by the
South Otago Historical Society and
was re-pened on 30 May 1970.
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Poets podium
Chris found this verse
and thought it wort
sharing
with
our
discerning Sprig Of
Heather readers…..
And another –

The Sair Finger –
You've hurt your finger? Puir wee man!
Your pinkie? Deary me!
Noo, juist you haud it that wey till
I get my specs and see!
My, so it is - and there's the skelf!
Noo, dinna greet nae mair.
See there - my needle's gotten't out!
I'm sure that wasna sair?
And noo, to make it hale the morn,
Put on a wee bit saw,
And tie a Bonnie hankie roun't
Noo, there na - rin awa'!
Your finger sair ana'? Ye rogue,
You're only lettin' on.
Weel, weel, then - see noo, there ye are,
Row'd up the same as John!

Walter Wingate
“ Mony a mickle maks a muckle”
(mickle = small thing, muckle = big thing)
Translation: Look after the pennies and the dollars
look after themselves.
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Researching Scottish family roots?
This article is based on work by Tony Reid the founder of Scottish Roots.
www.scotweb.co.uk/info/how-can-i-research-my-own-scottish-family-roots/

There are two quite different ways of connecting with your own ancestral
heritage in Scotland. The first is simply name-based, and looks at your
ancestry from the point of view of your surname, or the surnames of your
parents and grandparents etc. From this you can see the clans and families,
and areas of Scotland you have links with.
The second form of ancestral research is genealogy. This looks into official
records of births, deaths, and marriages, and other sources. And it can only be
done if you can identify, as a starting point, at least one forebear who lived in
Scotland at a time that records were kept. You can either conduct the
research yourself, or commission a specialist firm to do it for you.
Discovering our Scottish Roots:
There are two basic approaches to
digging around in your family roots - genealogy and family history. The former
is necessary to establish the actual tree. This then provides a framework for
subsequent family research. It is not just about who your ancestors were;
more interesting is what they were.
To start your search you need a specific starting point in Scotland. This can be
a name, a date, or a place of birth. And it is most likely to be fruitful if this date
is after 1855. Establishing your tree will start to produce addresses,
occupations and a lot of similar background information.
There are various resources for
ancestral research. All are located in
New Register House, West Register
Street, Edinburgh. The Statutory
Registers of Births, Marriages &
Deaths The General Registry Office of
Births, Marriages and Deaths was
established in Scotland in 1855 (though
it had been in England in 1837) introducing compulsory Statutory Civil
Registration. An excessive amount of detail was requested at first, but soon a
simplified format was adopted that is still used today with only minor changes.
Census Enumerators’ Returns The UK Census was established in 1801
and has been repeated every decade since (apart from 1941). Its aim was,
and still is, to produce a range of population data and trends for government
departments and planners. Until 1831 this was little more than a head count,
done by the parish schoolmasters and actual surviving listings of people are
rare.
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The 1841 Census was the first to take the proper form of a Census as we
know it today, although still in little detail, providing the following information
on each household member:
 relationship to household head,
 marital status,
 age,
 occupation and
 place of birth.
After 1871 on the householder had to record any ‘imbecile’, ‘idiot’ or ‘lunatic’.
The 1891 Census records speakers of Gaelic. These documents provide
ancestral researchers with a snapshot of households on census night. Issues
of confidentiality mean that census returns opened to the public only after 100
years. So the 1901 edition is the most recent open for inspection.
For events before 1855, the Old Parish Registers (OPRs) are the principle
source of information. These generally provide little detailed information and
so can be disappointing. Moreover, for all sorts of reasons baptisms and
marriages were often not recorded. But if ancestors attended the Established
Church of Scotland regularly (rather than Episcopalians, Roman Catholics or
another seceding denomination) there is a good chance of finding their
baptisms/births and proclamations/marriages - at least as far as to the late
18th or early 19th century.
Other possible sources of useful information
include:
 wills and testaments (online)
 Kirk Session records
 estate papers
 sasines (land ownership details)
 court and legal records lodged in the National Archives of Scotland.
The National Archives of Scotland (NAS) building is next door to NRH, and
access is free of charge. A new Family History Centre will open soon, uniting
each building’s facilities. At that time the Public Register of All Arms and
Bearings in Scotland (1672-1906) will also become available, which is
currently accessible only through the Court of the Lord Lyon.
Clan Little NZ&A is fortunate to have amongst its number members
experienced in family history research. If you need advice or support please
make contact with Chris Boyd at email neilandchrisboyd@gmail.com
A
useful
website
is
www.scotlandinverness.co.uk/gene-faq.htm which has a lot
of links, plus www.scotsgenealogy.com where
organisers guide people into their adventure.
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Hogmanay is the Scots word for the last day of the year and
is synonymous with the celebration of the New Year
(Gregorian calendar) in the Scottish manner. It’s normally
followed by further celebration on the morning of New
Year's Day (1 January) The origins of Hogmanay are
unclear, but may be derived from Norse and Gaelic
observances. Customs vary throughout Scotland, and
usually include gift-giving and visiting the homes of friends
and neighbours, with special attention given to the firstfoot, the first guest of the new year.

Your Clan Little Trustees wish you happiness and well being in 2017.
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CLSNA Seeks Reorganization
By Thomas L. Little, Steuart CLSNA
Since the onset of the Clan Little Society of North America (CLSNA) in 1992,
the organization has taken several turns in order to survive. Each Steuart had
visions of how the organization should grow and take shape. Prompted by
discussions with our friends and family in the UK, the search for our ancestry
was organized to discover, explore and seek out our roots. A formal affiliation
was chosen as a means to organize our history, discoveries and document
those stories and findings so others might benefit from them. Although the
real and genuine Clan Little from Scotland disappeared hundreds of years
ago, a group of Americans and Scots chose to revive a simulated version
known as a Clan Society. There are many official Clans left in Scotland, but
Clan Little was not one of them. Everything we have done since then--kilt pins,
cap badges, the Tartan Little of Morton Rig--were products of modern day
times.
The archives of CLSNA reveal a robust group of Littles (Lytles, Littells, etc)
from all around the country who wanted to discover what it was like in the
1400 through 1700’s life in Scotland, imagining what our fore-fathers and
families must have endured. In those days, clans were close knit groups who
may have organized festivals and competitions as means of socialization and
family. Although I doubt many of us could even begin to imagine the hardships
of those times as we re-create our versions of festivals and social events, it is
our way of trying to connect. Early, CLSNA had a full roster of executive
officers and a national network of commissioners and other volunteer positions
who assisted our members with our tents at festivals, materials to share and
the ever quest to find more Littles and connect as family. This was a time
organizations and associations prospered and provided a great deal of social
connections. The files are full of written and mailed correspondence.
Six years ago when I was elected Steuart, over half of our
members did not have e-mail addresses and close to
25% did not even have access to computers. We had an
obligation to communicate with our members by paper
and mail. Today, 95% of membership have email and
access to computers. The downside of this, is
membership in clubs and organizations has diminished
as people are more mobile. Allen Little (Steuart CLSNZA)
coins it “The socialization of human kind is being
seriously influenced by the general inter connectedness
of people over the continents”. People don’t attend festivals nor are they
volunteering. They are not organizing tents and they are not joining
organizations. Access to all that was available is now at home via the internet.
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You may have noticed the Society has not produced a Reiver for over a year.
All that could be written about is instantaneously available on-line. We have
over 150 paid members, but there are over 600 participants in our Clan Little
facebook group (which is free). Because we did not feel like we really provided
any services last year, we decided not to ask members to pay for a renewal,
but just renewed everyone another year. So here is our plan to restructure.
o We will eliminate membership dues.
o CLSNA will continue with our internet website.
o We will adopt the members in the face book group as our
membership, which will remain a closed group
o We will continue to sell merchandise to the membership
CLSNA will communicate with members through the face book group in a
digital fashion and eliminate as much use of paper as possible. This will give
the executive team the opportunity to communicate in real time with the
membership.
We have greatly expanded our genealogy section on the CLSNA website and
it is now available to members (See accompanying article in Reiver) and
encourage in real time, discussions about families and connecting family
trees. We will promote festivals and other festivals so everyone will know
what is happening in their communities. We will
have available certain promotional materials that
members can request if they want to man a tent at
a festival.
All this will require a change in our
Bylaws and a vote of the membership. We will
conduct our bi-annual membership meeting this
spring and put this to a vote of the membership. So
that we do not implode and let go like CLSWW did
in the UK, we are changing the paradigm so our
people will “feel” a sense of commons. May we go
forward and prosper!
Turas math dhuibh !

NOTICE: The Biennial General Meeting of Clan Little
Society NA will be held at the Myrtle Beach Highland
Games, Myrtle Beach, SC, United States on March 2425, 2017. Plans are being made for CLSNA to have a
tent and a short business session will be held on the
Saturday afternoon. For further information please
email:- Secrateur Jim Little
jpoct23@gmail.com
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How did our ancestors cope with Hygiene?
Today we are obsessed with bathing and
personal cleanliness. Nobody wants to be
downwind of someone who hasn’t bathed in a
while…! As in a lot of things medieval bathing was
by some seen as a form of sexual debauchery and
by others seen as letting the devil into you. It was
also widely believed that being naked and letting the
water touch you would make you severely ill. In medieval times people bathed
more than we thought they did. Bathing became more popular during the
outbreak of the Black Plague. People were looking for reasons why it was
spreading and how to decrease the effects, they found that frequent handwashing in warm water, warm wine and also in vinegar helped. They also
found that keeping the surroundings more clean helped too. Looking, feeling
and smelling clean was a bonus not only to yourself but to those around you.
Some of the aristocracy bathed in special rooms set aside for bathing and
others bathed in huge tubs brought into their rooms. It took many servants a
long time to fill as the water had to be pumped, heated and then carried in
buckets to their rooms, where it was poured in and mixed sometimes with
perfumes, scented oils and flower petals. Because gathering water was so
difficult several people may enjoy the bath before the water was thrown out.
Especially within the poor. The eldest went first down to the youngest, hence
the saying “don’t throw the baby out with the bath water…” For the poor
a weekly shared bath was common.
Servants and peasants were more likely to wash quickly with plain water and a
rag and if they were lucky some soap. During warm months they may have
slipped away to the river for a dip. In their sleeping areas some people had
basins of water for washing the face and hands, and maybe a more intimate
part of themselves…Early in the nineteenth century the hands, feet and face
were regularly washed as in previous centuries, and the rest of your body
every few weeks or longer.. People soon learned to make and use Soaps. Soft
soaps were made of mutton fat, wood ash, and natural soda. Often they had
flowers and herb oils added for a sweet smell, but this was very expensive.
Hard soaps were made of olive oil, soda, lime, herbs and flowers.
A toilet back in the day was referred to as a garderobe or
privy. In castles and monasteries / convents they had large
arrangements of these for the people. Garderobes were a
room in a castles or monastery which had a bench with a
hole in it. Not unlike how we use a toilet today. The person
would sit down, do their business wipe with straw, moss,
leaves, wool or linen rags, and then walk away.
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The waste would fall down a shoot into a pit or a moat. If into a cesspit it was
then cleaned and mucked out by gong farmers.
Chamber pots were used in bedrooms in a castle that didn’t
have a garderobe. Some of the larger castles actually had a
latrine tower and city walls had privies for guards to use
while on duty. For peasants or poor people a toilet was a
bucket in the corner of the room which was emptied into the
river, or cesspit behind the house. Unfortunately water for
cooking and bathing came from the same river. Chamber pots were used
widely up to the 18th century and began to taper off as more and more
households began using toilets. Some chamber pots were hidden in boxes .
During Regency times sewage and waste could bring about illness. Some
London homes had toilets, not dissimilar to those we have today, but they
frequently backed up causing fumes to carry throughout the house. Some
people had “earth closets” that would periodically drop dirt into the pipes to
flush out the waste. The poor had privies in the backyard which were emptied
into a cesspool. “Night soil men” would come
and empty the muck. All the pipes from homes
and the wagons full of muck were dumped into
rivers. This led to plenty of epidemics until people
understood the need to empty away from the
water supply. Manor homes had cesspits, that
frequently became overflowed. They were often
in the cellars of these homes and were emptied
by the “night soil men.”
Although a flushable
toilet was invented in the 1500’s there was no
way to use it since they didn’t have running water.
However they were able to develop systems of valves to keep the smells from
coming up from the toilets, and periodic flushing was done. However,
travelling back in time, we might be shocked at some of the un-hygienic
practices which were carried out - or not carried out as the case may be.
Having said this, it's a myth that people in the past never had a bath.
The romantic scene of a towering castle surrounded by the pristine sparkling
waters of a moat is not strictly true. Especially when we talk about toilets from
hundreds of years ago. In Tudor houses Privies were basically a bowl with a
slab of wood and a hole carved in the top. This would be set into a recess or
cupboard-like area called a garderobe. The castles were not much better as
the slab of wood often just covered a hole in the floor which took waste
products straight into the moat and waterways. Peasants were forced to
relieve themselves where they could and then bury any waste matter.
Washing your hands after doing your business was not practiced by anyone [ ]
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Battle of Arkinholm
12th May 1455 AD a definitive bloody battle took place at Arkinholm when
the Douglas clan sought the Scottish throne. The cunning and
collaboration of Border Clans, the Littles among them saved the day… The
Douglas saw themselves as the most powerful family in the land and their
military prowess spread fear that would transcend the borders.
During the First Wars Of Scottish Independence, Sir James ‘The Black’
Douglas was the bogeyman, an insurgent at large, the man most feared by the
North Of England. He would perish under a Spanish sun, fighting the Moors in
Andalucia. But the Black Douglas reputation would live on through his sons,
and by the time King James I ’s reign was coming to an end, they were
becoming a real threat to the sovereign
governance of the king. The campaign to
neuter their puissance was bloody. In 1440, on
an evening known as the ‘Black Dinner’, Sir
William Crichton engineered a brutal slaying.
Before a young King James II, William
Douglas, the 6th Earl of Douglas, and his
younger brother were given a summary trial
and executed on a charge of treason.
Twelve years later, and amidst a backdrop of atrocities committed by the
Black Douglases, there was a need for royal intervention. They were now a
direct challenge to the king. Rumours of plots involving Alexander Lindsay, 4th
Earl of Crawford, and John, Lord Of The Isles, would test the king’s patience.
He may have remained civil with William Douglas, but such mooted rebellion
and the unedifying slaughter at Colville’s castle – the Douglas’s settled their
feud with the Colville clan with swords, carving their own justice and forcing
James II’s hand.
William Douglas was summoned to Stirling Castle. It would be the king’s last
chance to make an ally of Douglas. But in an act which served as the
preamble to the Battle Of Arkinholm, and the end of the Black Douglases, the
king stabbed him. It’s unlikely to have been a premeditated attack – William
Douglas arrived in peace. It was an act reminiscent of Robert Bruce ’s killing
of John ‘The Red Comyn’ at Greyfriars Dumfries. The Black Douglases
reacted. James Douglas, 9th Earl Of Douglas, summoned an army and began
by razing Stirling. By 1455, a royalist army under George Douglas, 4th Earl Of
Angus, and bolstered by southern landowners such as the Laird Of Johnstone,
would engage the Black Douglases at Arkinholm. James Douglas would head
to England to seek support for his army and his brothers would lose the battle.
[]
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Renowned Artist Derek Parker Little

RIP

Patea’s Aotea Utanganui, Museum South
Taranaki is hosting two new exhibitions with an
environmental theme by the late Eltham Artist
Derek Parker Little.
Mr Little's art works are
large-scale political and environmental statements
about the impacts of exponential population
growth, industrialisation, pollution, and the
consumption of non-renewable resources.
Museum curator Cameron Curd shared how Mr Little often said there was no
point to his work unless people engaged with the issues they raised.
With that in mind the exhibition includes an ability for the audience to leave
comments by way of sticky notes on the walls next to where the paintings
hang. "The notes will become a permanent part of the collection and will be
returned to the family along with the paintings," Mr Curd said.
The paintings contained stories on big global issues and include several unfinished paintings which Mr Little was working on before his death in July
2014, aged in his late eighties.
Mr Little is quoted in exhibition literature saying "My biggest hope is my
work will get into the curriculum at schools to show today's generation
we can't go on doing what we are doing, … We go in complete circles all
the time. The destruction of wildlife, forests, it's all for money. We've lost
our sense of value. My biggest concern is there won't be a world".
One painting depicts notable wars with dates on crosses but unnervingly
includes several blank crosses - presumably to warn about the possibility of
future conflicts. The exhibition open to the general public runs through to April.
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McLeod established ‘Normanites’ group
Anne-Marie Forsyth Reports: Few people seem aware of a remarkable tale
involving a journey of 37 years and almost 1000 Scottish Highlanders, and yet
it touches on our own little corner of the world. In fact, until as recently as the
1950s, Gaelic was still spoken as a first language in Waipu, Northland!
By all accounts, the Rev. Norman McLeod was a contradictory man.
Autocratic, plain and unbending, he nevertheless married, had children and
inspired his hundreds of followers. In his early 20s he studied theology, but
withdrew from his studies in protest over what he saw as the hypocrisy of his
teachers. As a lay preacher he won popular approval but clashed with the
local authorities and lost his job teaching in the local church schools.
After trying his hand at fishing for two years,
McLeod took his family and emigrated to Pictou,
Nova Scotia, in 1817. The Highland Clearances
were in full swing, so he found a sizeable group of
fellow Highlanders already there and another 150
joined them the following year. Although he still
hadn’t been ordained, McLeod established a
thriving church of followers dubbed ‘Normanites’.
Once again he found himself at odds with the ways
of the more worldly inhabitants of Pictou, a place which was becoming more
and more crowded. When he received an invitation to preach in Ohio, he and
his followers built a ship (the ‘Ark’) and set sail for the United States, but were
forced by a storm to land at St Ann’s Bay, Cape Breton Island. Excellent
fishing and plenty of available farmland convinced the Normanites to stay. For
the next 31 years they settled and thrived. McLeod travelled to New York to
complete his theological orders and returned to preach at a church which
attracted more than 1200 people every Sunday. He continued to write letters
of support to those who had remained in Pictou.
Sadly, the incredibly harsh winters in St Ann’s and starvation brought on by a
potato blight were hardships too great to bear for many. The Rev. McLeod’s
son left and wrote in such glowing terms of the wonderful life he had found in
Australia that the Normanites began to build ships so that they could emigrate
to Australia. In late 1851 two ships carrying 312 Normanites sailed first to
Cape Town and then to Adelaide. Alas, conditions there proved just as harsh
as the ones they had left behind. Gold fever had made the price of land
unaffordable and overcrowding encouraged the spread of disease. Three of
McLeod’s own sons died of typhoid, along with many others.
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The Rev. McLeod wrote to Sir George Grey, at that time Governor of New
Zealand. He offered the Normanites land on which to settle and farm, so in
1853 the final wave of migration began. Arriving first from Australia, the
Normanites made their way north to Waipu. Over the next five years they were
followed by four more ships from Nova Scotia. In total almost 1000 settlers
arrived, representing 19 clans, and formed a Gaelic-speaking community
around the Waipu and Whangarei Heads areas. The Rev. Norman McLeod
died there at the age of approximately 86.
Today, the descendants of the settlers number in their thousands and are
spread all over New Zealand and the rest of the world. As recently as the
1950s Gaelic was still spoken in Waipu as a first language. The oldest
highland games in the country are held here each New Year’s Day.
To commemorate the 150th anniversary of the death of the Rev. McLeod,
renowned Scottish fiddler Iain Fraser received a grant from Creative Scotland
to compose a suite of music and perform it in New Zealand. He approached
his friends at the Auckland Scottish Fiddle Club, and together they have
prepared the world premiere of the final result. Entitled ‘Koterana’ (the Maori
word for Scotland), this is a piece in three parts – Scotland, Canada and New
Zealand respectively. It draws
on ancient and traditional
tunes from each region,
including a Maori waiata, to
form a flowing and cohesive
whole. There are toe-tapping
rhythms, lyrical themes and
stirring strathspeys. Unusually,
it is scored for an orchestra
made up of solo fiddle, strings,
flute,
piano,
guitar
and
bagpipes!
On Sunday 4 December 2016 a performance took place in Waipu to the
audience’s delight. After the event one person wrote: “I Went to the world
premiere yesterday at the Celtic Barn, Waipu..... Loved it.... so moving
and evocative.. Am I too old to take up the fiddle???" - Gillian Mary Morris
There have been other performances at Takapuna Methodist Church hall
which featured all the instruments exactly as written, so in that sense it was
truly the world premiere. Performances elsewhere have been well received.

For further information visit www.waipumuseum.com
Phone (09) 432 -0746 manager@waipumuseum@gmail.com
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Tribes of ancient Scotland.
From the red haired fighters found in Caledonia
to the heavily bejewelled people of modern-day
Fife, the Romans identified nine major tribes
after arriving in what is now
Scotland. In AD79. Roman
geographer Ptolemy did much
of the documenting as he
embarked on his new map of the world. While
his results are mixed, with some of his surveying
done from the sea, his work gives insight into
the Iron Age settlements of the day.
History reveals there were nine major tribes in Caledonia, many
would unite to fight the Romans in the key battle of Mons
Graupius in AD84.
The Caledones were a strong and mobile enemy perused by the
Romans, and settled between the modern towns of Fort William
and Inverness. One translation of the tribe’s name being
“possessing of hard feet”. The Romans labelled people living
in the area between Loch Long or Loch Fyne in the west to the
Beauly Firth in the east as the Caledones. Some sub-tribes of
Caledonia were the Creones and Carnonacae but little is known
of these tribes today. Another tribe is the Smertae, from the
border of Ross and Sutherland, with the name translated as
those ‘smeared’ with enemy or sacrificial blood. Traprain Law
in East Lothian, is where hundreds of roundhouses of the
Votadini tribe were located. Vast amounts of silver have been
found in this area. Roman historian Tacitus
describes the inhabitants of Caledonia as having
‘red hair and large limbs’ who were fierce and
quick to fight. The original Glaswegians, the
Damnonii were conquered by the Romans and
their land over the Clyde Valley to Strathclyde
was occupied on several occasions.
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The tribe may have had a settlement at Dumyat Hill near Stirling
with their headquarters during Roman times likely to have been a
vast hill settlement on Walls Hill, near Howwood in Renfrewshire.
The Damnonii is thought to mean ‘the masters’, ‘the
dominators’, or ‘the lords’. The Epidii based in Argyll, its
presumed their original territory of Epidion is the island of Islay.
Its people spread across Jura and Arran and through Kintyre.
The name has its origins in the Celtic for horse. Vacomagi
centred around the fertile lands of Strathmore with their name
translating as “inhabitants of the curved fields.” The Roman
forts at Dalginross near Comrie, Cardean in Angus and at
Fochabers, Moray are thought to have built on the tribe’s
territories.
With its diversity of people groups, why didn’t the Romans
hold and conquer Scotland?
The Venicones were a people of ancient Scotland, mentioned
once by the geographer Ptolemy c. 150 AD. He recorded that
their town was 'Orrea', identified as the Roman fort of Horrea
Classis, located as Monifieth, six miles east of Dundee. This tribe
lived around the River Tay now Fife, one of the Roman’s most
active areas from which legions sought to quell attacks east of
the Highlands. A Roman fortress was built at Inchtuthill which
remained occupied during the late first century by the Twentieth
Legion Valeria. The Venicones were one of the few groups in
northern Britain at this time to bury the dead in stone graves. The
tribe was also known for its massive bronze armlets, which could
weigh 1.5kg each. Taexali Lived in small undefended farms and
hamlets in what is now Grampian. The key town was Devana the area now known as Aberdeen.
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The Learned Eleventh.
Our ancestors had many and varied
engagement’s such as War. New
Zealand units were active in the Boer
War 1899-1902 when two Boer
nations in South Africa were defeated;
the ‘Republic of Transvaal’ and the
‘Orange Free State’. The war effort
was supported by volunteers from the
British Empire, including Southern
Africa, Australia, Canada, India, and
New Zealand. All other nations were
neutral, with their public opinion largely
hostile to Britain.

experience’s

or

The South African War began just six years after New Zealand
women had gained the right to vote, and provided further
opportunities for them to assert their independence. Many did
this by actively participating in fundraising, while some expressed
public opposition to the war. A small number of women played a
more direct role, choosing to serve as teachers or nurses in
South Africa.
As a result of their imprisonment in concentration camps, Boer
children were initially deprived of an education. Responding to
public concern about this the
authorities
permitted
the
establishment of schools. The
acting director of education in
South Africa, believed British
teachers would influence Boer
children to accept British
culture and grow up as willing
citizens of the Empire. With
the headmaster positions already taken by men, female teachers
were recruited from the colonies.
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New Zealand's Education Act 1877, which granted free education
to all children of both sexes, had led to a steady increase in the
number of female teachers in New Zealand. By 1902 they
outnumbered male teachers. Advertisements for female teaching
positions in South Africa attracted 222 applicants.
The women who applied did so out
of a sense of adventure rather than
to advance their careers. Unmarried
and without children, they were all
over the age of 25 and many were
considerably older. A total of 20
women were selected. Their group
was named the ‘Learned Eleventh’ by Acting Premier Sir
Joseph Ward in reference to the 10 military contingents which
had preceded them. They departed for South Africa on 4 May
1902 aboard the SS Westralia. Upon arrival in South Africa they
were deployed to camps at Merebank, Jacobs Siding, Pinetown,
Wentworth and Volksrust. Although conditions in the camps had
improved, the teachers still experienced hardship. During the day
it was intolerably hot inside the tents; strong winds sometimes
caused tents to collapse. Forced by Victorian modesty to dress
‘suitably’ at all times, the teachers found that red dust constantly
stained their white clothing.
When the camp system was dismantled, the teachers found jobs
at schools in the towns or countryside. Most decided to remain in
South Africa after finishing the term of their appointment. Only six
of the 20 teachers returned to New Zealand, changed forever by
their experiences in South Africa.
Archives New Zealand holds military service records for many
New Zealand soldiers who served prior to World War 1. These
records cover different units including the volunteer corps and
troops who served in the Boer War. It would be interesting to
learn, how many “Littles” served either in the Boer War or its
various humanitarian efforts such as the ‘Learned Eleventh’ or
as Nurses.
[]
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The 153rd Turakina Highland Games ~ New Zealand's
longest running Highland Games are on again Saturday
28th January 2017. There will be Solo Piping and P&D
Dancing conducted under the rules of The Piping & Dancing
Assn of NZ and much more for your delight. Along with
others Clan Little will be present with its usual stand.

Turakina
Saturday 28th January
Domain - Cameron Road.
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Clan Little
Our history is very deep and there are many fascinating stories to
share. The King of Scots, David I, appointed Walter fitz Alan in
the 12th century as his High Steward and in this capacity he
granted lands to Alan Little at Cairntable, Ayrshire. Dumfriesshire
had been settled by the Littles in the 1300's with the Conservator
of the Peace being recorded as Nicol Little. The 1st Laird of
Meikledale, Simon Little, is considered the first Chief of the Name
due to a land grant being confirmed in 1426 by James I after his
return from captivity in England. Simon had been granted tenure
of Meikledale by Robert Stewart, 1st Duke of Albany.

Clan Little Society New Zealand & Australia is a
voluntary not for profit group connecting with,
understanding and sharing our family heritage.
There is more information about us on line at:-

www.littleclan.net
You can write to us at:-

Clan Little NZ&A
7 Earl Street,
Levin 5510
New Zealand
Email:-

clanlittlenza@gmail.com

